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Creating a Weekly Newsletter
This tool helps leaders communicate frequently and efficiently.

Purpose To frequently and efficiently communicate important information to staff in ways that 
reduce traditional meeting time, freeing up time for teachers’ professional learning

Product An informative weekly newsletter that provides key information for the coming week

Participants All staff

Materials None

Time One to two hours to write and distribute the weekly newsletter

Preparation Ask for volunteers to gather highlights, news, schedules, and other important information 
to share in the weekly newsletter. You may want to designate the same people for each 
task every week or rotate the responsibilities periodically throughout the year.

Process Step 1
Have designated staff members share information with you throughout the week.

Step 2
At the end of each week, compile the information and distribute a weekly newsletter 
containing the information you received from staff, as well as any other pertinent 
information staff need to know. Consider using an online platform all staff can access 
or whatever method works best for your school.

Staff might want to consider the following for the weekly newsletter.

• Cite something notable observed in a classroom, lunchroom, or hall.

• Share observed kindnesses.

• Share lesson ideas (instructional strategies, sentence starters, composition ideas, 
and other successful ideas).

• Praise students’ or staff members’ work or activities in appropriate media.

• Share district or union letters or news.

• Recognize experts in the building.

• Encourage teachers to visit other classrooms to see how their fellow teachers 
are creating “walls that talk,” small-group learning spaces, and positive learning 
environments.

• Share directions for emergency or crisis preparedness.

• Discuss parts of the school’s code of conduct, dress code, or other agreements.

• Encourage staff to keep the school looking good.

• Share ideas for rewards and incentives that provide opportunities for students to succeed.

Other ideas to share good news include the following.

• Invite local newscasters to visit the school. Establish a schedule and identify 
teacher and student escorts to guide visits to designated classrooms.

• Schedule daily time for the leadership team to connect to share good news, 
perhaps sharing morning coffee to plan for appreciating and recognizing staff 
and students throughout the day.




